We shnw that the TCP-PS mndel cnnverges tn the standard PS mndel as the prnpagatinn delay apprnaches zern. We alsn nhserve that the PS mndel prnvides very pnnr estimates nf thrnughput unless the prnpagatinn delay is very small. We nhserve that the key parameters affecting the thrnughput are the handwidth delay prnduct (BDP), file size distrihutinn, the link buffer and the traffic intensity.
Several numerical cnmparisnns between analytical and simulatinn results are prnvided.
We nhserve that the TCP-PS mndel is accurate when the BDP is small cnmpared tn the mean file size, and the RL-PS mndel wnrks well when the BDP is large cnmpared tn the mean file size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic engineering and bandwidth dimensioning in the Internet require effective models that can predict the performance as seen by network users. The Internet carries predominantly elastic traffic, and the bandwidth sharing between elastic sessions is controlled by TCP. Hence there is a need for developing performance models that can be used to calculate the throughputs obtained by TCP controlled elastic sessions. These models must capture the realistic situation that the network bandwidth is shared dynamically between a randomly varying number of concurrent elastic flows. The number of concurrent sessions is randomly time varying since sessions randomly arrive, transfer finite volumes of data and depart. Recently the importance of such models has been recognised; see [ 11, 121, 131, 141, 1.51, 161, [ 7 1 . Obtaining accurate analytical models that work over a wide range of parameters remains a challenging problem, however.
In this paper we seek models for calculating the throughput of TCP controlled finite duration transfers sharing a single bottleneck link; single bottleneck link models have also been studied in 111, 121, I.51 and 171. A single link model would itself be helpful, for example, in dimensioning an enterprise network where many branch sites access data from a high performance data center over a high speed backbone, and hence the perforThl5 work mm supported by a mearch grant from HFCL. mance is limited by each site's access link. Also, modelling the bandwidth sharing on a single link is relatively tractable and may be applicable to modelling a network of links using an approach similar to that in [ 8 1, and hence could be useful in traffic engineering and bandwidth dimensioning of internets.
We make the following modelling assumptions: session arrival instants constitute a stationary Poisson process (as observed in 191); each session needs to transfer a random volume of fluid data, which we will assume to be hyper-exponentially distributed; the sequence of transfer volumes is i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed). Similar modelling assumptions have also been made in [ 5 1, [ 61, [ 71. We also assume that the propagation delay for every session is the same; such an assumption is adequate for a situation where the propagation delays of sessions sharing the link are dominated by one large propagation delay. Also in this paper we do not model random discard (e.g., RED) but assume tail drop; note that a recent paper [ 101 suggests that RED may not be useful for web transfers.
For the above mentioned scenario we observe that a single model, such as Processor Sharing (PS), does not work well for all values of network parameters (link capacity, propagation delay, mean transfer size). We then divide the range of parameter values into two regions (bandwidth delay product (BDP) < mean file size, BDP > mean file size), and develop models to be used for each of these regions based on region specific assumptions and observations. For BDP < mean file size, transfers enter the congestion avoidance phase, and we develop a detailed model capturing the effect of TCP's AIMD mechanism on the total rate with which active sessions are served; we call this the TCP-PS model, where PS stands for processor sharing. For the TCP-PS model we identify renewal epochs embedded in the total rate process and use a "reward" rate analysis to obtain the throughput. For BDP > mean file size, we use the Rate Limited PS (RL-PS) model which behaves like the M/G/cc queue when the number of active sessions is small so that they do not interact, and is like the PS model when the number of sessions is large.
A. Related Literature
In [ 11 and [ 21 the authors have considered a situation in which several Internet subscribers share a single backbone link, and they are attached to this link by lower speed access links. Each subscriber goes repeatedly through a download and "think" cycle. The authors' aim is to develop an approximate analysis for the throughput obtained by subscribers. Assuming zero propagation delay, and ideal bandwidth sharing (i.e., the entire bot-tleneck link rate is applied to the ongoing transfer, and the rate is shared equally), a closed queueing network model applies. In [ 1 ] the authors also provide an approximate "correction" to the results so obtained to take care of TCP's adaptive window behavior. They do not model slow start which we observe is important in the case of a large BDP.
In [ 111 the authors analyse bandwidth sharing with an AIMD control protocol under the assumption of a fixed number of persistent sessions; the slow start phase is not modelled. TCP controlled bandwidth sharing with persistent connections is also modelled in [ 121 by applying a general method proposed in [ 131 to the specific case of TCP Tahoe.
In [ 141 the authors consider a generalisation of the stochastic model that we have stated above (i.e., Poisson session arrivals and exponential transfer volumes) to the case of a network. Assuming various bandwidth sharing mechanisms, the authors show that the vector process of the number of ongoing sessions on each route is a Markov process. They show that a simple and natural condition is sufficient for the positive recurrence of this Markov chain. The case of a single link when there is no propagation delay on the link has been addressed in [ 1.51 using the PS model. The PS model has also been proposed in [ 161 for a scenario similar to that studied in [ 11. [ 61 explores statistical bandwidth sharing in a network illustrating the impact on stability of certain service differentiation mechanism.
[ 5 ] uses the Discriminatory Processor Sharing (DPS) as a model for a single bottleneck link shared by several classes identified by their round trip times.
We observe that in the case of a single link, single class network, the models in [ 6 ] and [ 5 ] reduce to the standard PS model, and hence yield throughputs independent of the link propagation delay which is, as shown in the present work, not correct.
In fact in the present paper we find that for BDP < mean file size (but not very small; BDP > 1 packet) the performance is sensitive to the BDP, to the link buffer size and even to heavy tails in the file size distribution. The TCP-PS model that we develop in this paper can capture all these sensitivities, as the BDP, buffer size and the file size distribution (modeled by a mixture of exponentials) are all parameters in the model. Furthermore, the TCP-PS model converges to the PS model as BDP + 0; this supports the use of PS model for very small BDP. The TCP-PS model models the details of TCP's AIMD phase. For BDP larger than the mean file size, however, most sessions complete their transfers in slow start, hence TCP's AIMD behaviour plays less of a role, and we find the need for a different model, the RL-PS model.
The paper is organised as follows: Section II introduces some of the notation used in the paper. In Section III we discuss the various measures of throughput for bandwidth sharing among nonpersistent sessions. Section IV gives a brief summary and motivation for the various models used in the paper for calculating throughputs of TCP controlled nonpersistent sessions. Sections VI, VII and VIII give details of the models motivated in Section IV; these sections also provide numerical comparisons of the results obtained from the simulations with the results obtained from the models. Section IX concludes the paper.
II. NOTATION USED Figure 1 shows a schematic of the model. All the files undergoing transfer through the link can be viewed as being in a virtual queue to which new files arrive. TCP's mechanisms control the transfer of the packets of the files over the link. the value to which the total rate of n TCP controlled sessions sharing a link drops after a buffer overflow; owing to the discretisation of window in terms of packet size, the form of fro(n) is flo(n) = [%j F; this is because when the number of sessions exceeds the BDP and they suffer loss, they all drop the window to half their share of BDP with the constraint of having a window of at least one packet u the rate at which an individual session increases its data transfer rate in the congestion avoidance phase (in packets per second per second).
In the congestion avoidance phase each session increases its window size by l/b packets every r. Thus the slope u for TCP is i packets per r2, i.e., u = L.
br2
Processes in the Model N(t) the number of sessions at time t; each session i, 1 5 i 5 N(t), is transmitting its data at a time varying rate as long as it is in the system l-2 Ctl the data transfer rate of session i, 1 5 i 5 N(t), at instant t. R(t) the total data transfer rate at instant t; i.e., R(t) = gy l-t(t) l-(u) the average per session rate at instant U, i.e., T(U) = E!&lI N(u) ~~~~~~~1
With the above definition of R(t), our modelling approach is to view the files being transferred as being "queued" at a virtual server that applies a time varying service rate to the files (see Figure 2 ). This service rate R(t) is bounded by the link service rate c. The problem is to analyse the random process {R(t)} based on the way TCP sessions adapt their transmission rates. Notice that, when R(t) = c, with each file getting an equal share, we get the Processor Sharing model.
III. PERFORMANCEMEASURES
From the point of view of a user downloading a file, the relevant performance measure is the,file transfer tlwoqlqmt, i.e., the service volume of the transfer (e.g., number of bytes) divided by its sojourn time in the system. Hence the average per session t/mq/qmt would be a useful performance measure. Let, qk = the volume of the kth transfer (in data units), wk = total time taken to complete the kth transfer, Then the average per session throughput 0 is given by where the last expression follows from the assumption of existence of the stationary regime, and the associated moments, and with (Q,w) d enoting the stationary random vector of the transfer volume and the sojourn time of a session.
A throughput measure frequently used in the literature ([ 7 1, [ 61) . is the ratio of average service requirement to the average sojourn time. i.e..
Cp=g.
(2)
Another measure of performance is the time averaged rate per ongoing session, conditioned on there being at least one ongoing session, denoted by 0, i.e., If all the ongoing sessions get an equal share of the total rate R(u) (i.e., T%(U) = T(U)) where the last relation holds if the limits lim t-cc + J; 4uwu and b+a i & Z{N(+O} Q?U both exist. Thus our performance measure is equal to the time average rate per ongoing session divided by the fraction of time that there is at least one session in the system. We note here that for a Processor Sharing model, T(U) = &, and it is easily seen that for the PS model o is given by
We will use this formula when discussing the results from our TCP model. 
Theorem ZZZ.2: [ 151 For an M/G/l PS queue with a unit capacity server, 4 is a lower bound to 0, i.e., However, from the fluid simt&ttions of the PS queue (reported in [ 1.51) we have seen that ti is very close to U, and also is not very sensitive to the file size distribution. It appears from these simulations that irrespective of the file size distributions, r5' is between IS and 1 -p and that 0 is a good approximation for 0. Comparison of 0, c~ and 4 for an M/G/cc queue In Section VIII we propose the use of a rate limited processor sharing (RL-PS) model which converges to the MlGloc model as the BDP increases. A recent paper [ 71 has used the MlGloc queue as a model for nonpersistent transfers over a high capacity link with large propagation delay.
It is easily seen that for an MlGloc queue, where sessions are served independently at a constant rate, 0 = d = 4 for all values of p. Note that above results are insensitive to the sojourn time distribution (same as the file size distribution) for an MlGloc model.
It is also easily seen that as p + 0, ~7 + q5 for any system. Thus, the parameters affecting 0 are also expected to affect 4; in particular, if o is sensitive to file size dist~ihtion or r, the same will apply to q5. Measure used in this paper Based on the observation made above of closeness of v and (3 for the PS model and the MlGloc model, in the rest of paper we use v as the performance measure.
IV. OVERVIEWOFTHEMODELS
As mentioned before, the processor sharing model is frequently used as a model for TCP controlled bandwidth sharing. In Section VI we observe that the applicability of the PS model is restricted to very small BDP links. Based on our investigations we have identified three regions: . We find that for very small BDP (< 1 packet) the processor sharing model works well. . For intermediate BDP we have developed a detailed model whose limit is the PS model as the link BDP approaches zero. The PS model assumes that at all times the sessions are served at the full link rate. In practice however owing to tail drop and window reduction by TCP, the actual rate applied to the TCP sessions is less than the link rate and is a random process. We model this rate reduction behaviour but since we assume that the applied rate is shared equally among sessions we call this the TCP-PS model. . For large BDP most files complete transmission in "slow" start. Interactions between the file transfers and hence a PSlike behaviour sets in only when the number of ongoing sessions exceeds a threshold. For this situation we propose the Rate Limited PS (RL-PS) model in Section VIII.
V. FIXEDPARAMETERSUSED IN SIMULATIONS
In all the simulation results that we present in this paper, the packet size of TCP is fixed at 15OOBytes, the mean file transfer size is fixed at 3OKBytes = 2OPaekets, and the TCP acknowledgement size is 4OBytes. Also, unless specifically mentioned, we use the link of capacity c = lOMbps, and a link buffer of B = 125puckets. We vary the load on the link (p) by varying the file transfer request arrival rate (A), and plot the value of 0 (normalised to the link capacity) thus obtained against p.
VI. THEPROCESSOR SHARINGMODEL
The commonly used model for TCP controlled bandwidth sharing is the discriminatory processor sharing model which reduces to processor sharing for a single class (single round trip time) of sessions. As discussed in Section III, for the PS model, 0 is given by Equation 4. 
. For BDP of 0.33 packets it is seen that the PS model gives a good estimate of 0 for both exponential and Pareto distributed file sizes.
It is easily observed from the figure that the PS model works well only for very small link propagation delays (in the figure the curve corresponding to 0.33 packets BDP) and thus is not applicable to wide area networks. Observe that for larger propagation delays, the PS model overestimates throughput for all values of p. Thus there is a need to develop a model that captures the effect of propagation delay on the TCP throughput. This is done in Section VII by developing a model we call TCP-PS.
VII. SMALL BDP: THE TCP-PS

MODEL
The evolution of the total rate of TCP controlled sessions through a single link is controlled by various factors such as the round trip propagation delay, link bandwidth, TCP packet size, and link buffer size. A recent paper ([ 211) reports the analysis of the rate evolution of individuul TCP controlled persistent sessions in the congestion avoidance phase with different round trip delays sharing a common bottleneck link. We consider a similar model but in a situation in which sessions arrive randomly, transfer a finite amount of data and then depart. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the total rate R(t) of TCP controlled nonpersistent sessions under the following simplifying assumptions similar to those in [ 11: 1. A session arriving to an empty system undergoes slow start with the slow start threshold set to half the bandwidth delay product (practically possible with the modifications as suggested in 1221). 2. All sessions have the same fixed propagation delay. This assumption is required for the analysis of our detailed model. It is practically appropriate when the propagation delays are dominated by one propagation delay. 3. The total rate at any instant is shared equally by all the active sessions, 4. The effect of slow start is negligible when more than one sessions are active. This is because the BDP is small and the slow start threshold of each session when n are active is z which is much smaller than the BDP. 5. Buffer losses are synchronised; this is a common assumption for tail drop buffers ([ 11). 6. The effect of a new session arrival is the same as that of a link buffer overflow; this assumption is equivalent to saying that an arrival immediately causes a buffer overflow. This is because when the BDP is small, most of time there are enough packets in the propagation delay pipe hence the exponential nature of the slow start of a new session arrival results in a quick tail drop. 7. Owing to small BDP, the window size is not limited by the receiver's advertised window. Figure 4 depicts the way the total rate R(t) of TCP controlled sessions evolve. The figure shows a session arriving to an empty system at time 21. The session undergoes slow start with a slow start threshold of half the BDP. Then the session enters the congestion avoidance phase at 22. It increases its data sending rate linearly with a fixed slope u packets per second per second un-til an arrival occurs at Za. The total rate is then set to the rate corresponding to the total rate just after a buffer overflow with two persistent sessions (the form of this reset rate is given in Section II; for simplicity, the figure shows a constant value of Ro(n)).
The two sessions now enter the congestion avoidance phase and increase their individual data sending rate linearly, each with slope u. This results in the total rate increasing with the slope of 212. This continues until the total rate reaches the link capacity at instant 24 after which link buffer starts building up. A session departs at 25.
Note here that actually the rates of the active sessions would have increased over the interval (24, Zs), but for ease of analysis we assume that the rates stay constant; this assumption is expected to give an underestimate of the throughput which would be small owing to small BDP.
The departure at 25 does not affect the rate of the other active session which (by the above assumption) still has the rate that it had at 24. Now since the total rate after departure is below the link capacity, the remaining active session again enters the linear congestion avoidance phase.
The active session increases its rate linearly until the link saturates at .Za after which the total rate remains fixed at the link capacity until a buffer overflow occurs at Zy. The duration of the time to buffer overflow is modeled by assuming that each active session adds another packet to the buffer after one round trip time. The buffer limit EI thus determines the time to buffer overflow. The total rate is multiplicatively decreased, and the congestion avoidance phase is entered.
An arrival at Zs causes the total rate to reset, and both sessions are in the congestion avoidance phase. A departure in this phase reduces the total rate by an amount equal to the rate of departing session but does not affect the rate of the other active session which remains in congestion avoidance. If an arrival does not come before this remaining session completes its transfer then the busy period ends and a new "cycle" starts at Zs where the next arrival takes place. (A formal definition of cycle is given in Section VII-A) Recalling that N(t) is the number of sessions at time & define Yk := N(Zk). We identify four types of cycles that the process R(t) evolves through. The cycles are denoted by a process E(t), whose value at Zk (i.e., Ek) are shown in Figure 4 . The possible values of Ek and the total rate at the start of each cycle is given in Table I Recall that P is packet size. Note that Ek = 3 is possible only if a departure occurred at Zk when Ek-1 = 2 and Yk-1 > 1 thus Yk = Yk-1 -1. The assumption of constant individual rates (= &) during the buffer fill up (Ek-1 = 2) cycle implies Yk that value of R(Zk) for Ek = 3 is cw = c-yk+l' Note that, given Ek = 2, the length of the cycle in case of no arrival or departure is bounded by the time at which buffer overflow occurs. We call the above model the TCP-PS model as it assumes processor sharing with the service rate varying in a manner governed by TCP's adaptive window mechanism.
It should be noted that the Ek = 1 cycle of the above model represents a class of additive increase multiplicative decrease congestion-feedback based rate control algorithms. Various algorithms of this class may differ with respect to the additive increase slope u, or the reset rate Ro(n). In this paper in order to maintain the generality of the model we will continue to use the notation Ro (n) for the reset rate, and u for the additive increase slope instead of using values specific to TCP implementations.
A. Analysis of the TCP-PS Model
We first develop the analysis for exponential file sizes and then extend the analysis to hyper-exponential file sizes which can be used to approximate heavy tailed file size distributions 1231.
We say that an event has occurred when one of the following takes place:
1. An arrival occurs 2. Slow start ends in congestion avoidance 3. A buffer overflow occurs 4. A departure occurs at time t with B(t) = c Thus .Zk, k > 1, denotes the epoch of occurence of the kth event. Define a cycle to be the process in the interval between two consecutive events, and define Xk := .Zk+l -.Zk. Thus Xk is the length of kth cycle. At .Zk all the ongoing connections reset their transmission rates depending on the value of Ek as shown in Table I . Subsequently each connection starts increasing its rate with a slope u if Ek l { 1,3}, or increases exponentially if Ek = 0, or remains constant if Ek = 2. Also, because file sizes are exponentially distributed, the residual file sizes at 2~ are again exponentially distributed, independent of anything in the past. Hence, Xk+l, Ek+l and Yk+l depend only on {~?k,Yk}. Thus {Ek,Yk} embedded at {Zk} is a Markov chain on the state space S defined below. Given Ek = 0 the possible value of Yk under the above assumptions is 1. For EA = 1,2,3, Yk l {1,2, . ..} so, Theorem VZZ.1: The process {Ek, Yk} is positive recurrent for p < 1.
Prook Figure 5 shows the transition probability diagram of the {Ek, Yk} process; the expressions for the transition probabilities have not been shown owing to lack of space. Using a Lyapunov function f (Ek , Yk) = Y: and by bounding the drifts it is proved that the { Ek, Yk} is positive recurrent for p < 1. We leave out the details of the proof. 0 E E=3 E=2 E=l For p < 1, let n(e, n), n > 1, denote the stationary probability distribution of { J?A, Yk}. Notation: in each cycle of the process l?(t) that starts with Ek = e and Yk = n, we denote the (conditional) probability law by Pe,n(.) and the (conditional) expectation by Ee,n(.).
Denote the generic marginal random variables for the processes {Ek}, {Yk}, {Zk}, and {Xk} by E, Y, 2 and X respectively. Then the mean cycle time is given by:
We have that EX < CC since the cycle lengths are bounded by an interarrival time. We can now write the numerator of CJ (see Equation 3) as Key Observation: Since we assume that all sessions at time u receive the rate r(u), notice that ET Jox r(u)& is the expectation of the total amount of data transferred in a cycle by the longest lasting session in that cycle; this longest lasting session may be active throughout the cycle, or, if the cycle ends in an idle period, the longest lasting session would be the last to leave in the busy period that ends in the cycle (see the cycle that starts at 2s and ends at 2s in Figure 4 Hence to obtain CJ we need Ee,nV, Ee,nU(l) and x(e,n). In Appendix A we develop the analysis that yields these quantities for El,n; the other quantities can be found in a similar manner. Hyper-Exponential File Sizes: It is to be noted that the above analysis assumes that the file sizes are exponentially distributed with the same mean. The analysis presented is easily extended to multiple classes of arrivals with the same propagation delay, different arrival rates, and Exponential file sizes with different means by using a vector valued {Yk} process, and some minor modifications which we do not report here. Thus in order to find the throughput for a heavy tailed distribution, we can approximate the desired distribution by a hyper-exponential distribution (as in 1231) and use the extension of our analysis to determine the throughput for the mixture of exponentials. Thus the assumption of exponential file size distribution in the analysis is not a restriction.
We know that limt+a i & l~N~U~Z~~& = w m which is the probability of having at least m sessions active in the system. From this the mean number of active sessions JYN can be obtained. Hence Little's Theorem can be ased to,find the mean Sojoam Time of each session in the system; thus we can,find the other pecfomance measure 4. This is a performance measure frequently used in the related literature (the mean sojourn time has also been used as a performance measure in [ 141).
B. Numerical Results: TCP-PS Model
In this section we present the numerical results as obtained from the above analysis and ns simulations for a lOM@s link. Figure 6 plots the values of Q from ns simulations and the TCP-PS model for the different values of 7 used in Figure 3 ; these values of 7 correspond to BDP of 1.66,5,8.33 and 25 packets. The file size distribution in the simulation is exponential. Compare this figure with Figure 3 where we observed that the PS model is very inaccurate when BDP exceeds 1 packet. The TCP-PS model is seen to give a good estimate of 0 for BDP < 2OpuckAs which is the mean file size. It is seen that the TCP-PS model is not accurate for BDP close to or exceeding the mean file size as is evident from comparison of simulation and model curve for BDP = 25packets. The TCP-PS model overestimates in this case. To address the problem for large BDPs, we use the Rate Limited Processor Sharing (RL-PS) model proposed in Section VIII. Figure 7 shows the values of 0 obtained from simulations and the TCP-PS model using a mixture of three exponentials (denoted MEA-i as an abbreviation for Mixture of Exponential Approximation with i exponentials) to approximate the Pareto distribution (1231) with its parameter a = 1.6 for a BDP of 5puckeh, and link buffer of 25 and 75 packets; the mean file sizes of the three exponentials used for the approximation are 3KBytes, 3OKBytes and 3OOKBytes. The figure also shows exponentially distributed file size with a mean of 3OKBytes and link buffer of 25Puckeh. Observe from simulation results in the figure that for the same link buffer of 25Puckets, the throughput is less for MEAJ. It is also seen from the figure that the TCP-PS model captures the effect of the link buffer well.
B. 1 General File Size Distributions
Observe that o is not insensitive to the file size di,~t~ibLlti~~n;,f~~~ a fixed valae of link bajte~ IS is les,~,fh a heavy tailed file size.
The TCP-PS model can also yield an estimate of the buffer overflow probability. This is done by having a reward of n packets when there are n sessions active in the Ek = 2 cycle and a transition occurs to the Ek = 1 cycle due to an overflow. The Markov renewal reward theorem yields the drop probability. Table II gives the drop probabilities obtained from simulation and TCP-PS model for a BDP of 5puckets and link buffer of the MEA-l curve which is obtained from ns simulations for 25 and 75puckeh for MEA-l and MEAJ. It is seen that the TCP-PS model gives a good estimate of the drop probability. Observe that the drop probability for MEA3 is more than that for MEA-l for B = 25puckeh. This is because of the heavy tailed nature of MEA3. Also observe from the table that the buffer overflows, and hence timeouts, are rare for small BDPs. Thus neglecting the timeouts in the TCP-PS model is a valid assumption.
It can be proved that as CT + 0, the TCP-PS model converges to the PS model with a server rate c. We leave out the proof of this statement due to lack of space. The intuition behind this result is the following. If 7 + 0, the slope of linear increase of rate, u approaches co. Thus the cycles JY~ = 1 and JY~ = 3 are left as soon as they are entered so that most of arrivals and departures occur in the Ek = 2 cycle where the model behaves like the PS model (see Figure 4 ).
D. Parameters that Govern Pe~fhnance
The TCP-PS model has several parameters: the session arrival rate: A; the mean of the exponentially distributed file sizes: $ (packets); the fixed RTT: Q-(seconds); the link speed: c (packets sect'). the value to which the total rate is reset: &(n) (packets sect')' the increase rate of per session data sending rate: u (in packet; set-') u = l/ r2; the link buffer B in packets.
By normalising time to 7, it is easily seen that the analysis depends on four parameters: cr, which is the fixed RTTpipe size in packets, (~cQ--', which is the mean file size normalised to the RTT pipe size, p = A/(cp), the normalised offered load on the link and the buffer B in packets. In Figure 8 we give values of 0 from simulation obtained by varying the link capacity (c) and round trip propagation delay (7) keeping the BDP fixed at 5puckeh and 8.33 packets. It is seen that the parameters governing the behaviour of TCP controlled sessions are the above identified parameters of TCP-PS model. The analysis of the TCP-PS model is complex and a valid question is whether a simulation would not suffice. We point out here that analysis has provided following important insights: . We now know which parameters affect the performance; see Section VII-D. . The PS model has often been used in this context; our analysis shows that the system in a sense converge to PS-like performance for BDP + 0. Further, the following general advantages of analytical modeling are well known: . The exercise of building a model and developing it's analysis provides useful insights into the protocol. . An analytical model provides a useful validation for a simulation or an experiment.
VIII. LARGE BDP: THE RL-PS MODEL
We have seen that as BDP increases, the PS model no longer applies and we proposed the TCP-PS model to address this issue. We saw that even the TCP-PS model does not work well for large BDP (BDP close to or more than the mean file size). This is because with nonpersistent sessions and large BDP, most session complete their transfer in slow start. Also most of the window of a connection is in the RTT pipe rather than in the link buffer. Thus unless the number of sessions becomes large there is little interaction between sessions; this is because the round trip time seen by them is close to the constant part of RTT i.e., T, the queueing delay at link buffer being small (as compared to 7). Thus it appears that for very high speed wide area links the sessions are served independently motivating the M/G/cc model (also proposed in [ 7 1). We observe that this reasoning does not apply for all loads because if the number of active connections is large enough to fill the link pipe, the link buffer starts filling up resulting in considerable interaction among the sessions. Similar observations have been made in 1241. We propose the following model that converges to the M/G/cc model for very large BDP.
A. The Rate Limited Pwcessm Sharing (RL-PS) Model
We find the mean sojourn time of a single session sharing the link; this is done using the TCP-PS model for very small load where u E 4. Let mo denote the mean departure rate (inverse of the mean sojourn time) thus obtained. Let K := z. We model the process IV(t) by a birth-death process where the death rate is state dependent and is given by:
and the birth rate is the rate of the (Poisson) session arrival process (A). Observe that as BDP + co, mn + 0 thus K + co, and thus an M/G/cc model applies in the limit.
B. Finding o and @,fb the RL-PS Model
The birth-death process of the RL-PS model is positive recurrent for normalised link load p < 1. Under the recurrence condition for the above birth death process, it is easy to find the stationary distribution of number of sessions active and thus u and 4. Let n(n) denote the stationary probability of having n sessions active. Then, with fi := $, 0 = (x;:ll yw~~+~~~l' 34~~~/~~-4~~~ 4 = h~;cl nT(n))-l (By Little's theorem) It can be seen that the parameters for the RL-PS model are the file size distribution, BDP and the normalised link load p.
C. IZfect of File Size Dist&mtion rno defined above depends on the file size distribution and is not completely determined by the mean file size. An example is that, assuming sessions go away in initial slow start, for a deterministic file size distribution with mean fi, ma-' = ~*h~~(fi+l) h w ereas for a file size distribution having equal probability mass of 0.5 each at 0.5b and 1.5j?, the mean file size is fi but ma-' = ?-* 0.5 * (h9~(1.5fi
Note that we have ignored the queueing delay in this formula for ma. The value of ma for above two examples could be very different indicating that c7 is not insensitive to the file size distribution.
D. Numerical Results: The RL-PS Model Figure 9 plots the values of Q obtained from simulation and the RL-PS model for large BDPs (greater than mean file size which is fixed at 3OKBytes) for two different file size distributions i.e., exponential and MEA3 approximation of Pareto distribution. It is seen that the match between analysis and simulation is quite good. The flat portion of the curves are indicative of the fact that the sessions are not interacting much in this region and hence the M/G/cc aspect of the RL-PS model dominates. The nature of the curve for large loads imply that there is significant interaction between sessions in this region and an MlGlco model (which predicts load independent constant throughput) without any modification will not apply. It is also again seen from the figure that o is not insensitive to the file size distribution and the RL-PS model is able to capture this sensitivity very well.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have presented our results on the analytical modelling of TCP controlled bandwidth sharing between randomly arriving finite volume file transfer sessions. The network scenario was: single bottleneck link, finite link buffer, tail drop queue management, and nonzero propagation delay which is the same for all the sessions. From our results we conclude the following: 1. When the BDP is smaller than the mean file size then the model needs to capture the AIMD behaviour of TCP's transmission rate control. For this we have introduced the TCP-PS (TCP processor sharing) model. For a 3OKBytes mean file size (20 packets, typical of the Internet) and with light or heavy tails, the TCP-PS model is accurate for BDP < 20 packets ( Figure 6 ). We find that for this range of parameters the performance is sensitive to the file size distribution (Figure 6, 7) . There are more tail drop loss for a heavy tailed distribution. Our model accurately captures the losses as well (Table II) . 2. The standard PS model is the limit of the TCP-PS model as BDP + 0, and is accurate only for BDP < 1 packet ( Figure 3) . For large BDPs the actual rate applied to the file transfers is frequently less than the link rate, hence the PS model overestimates the bandwidth share provided to sessions. 3. For BDP much larger than the mean file size, files frequently complete their transfer in slow start. A much simpler RL-PS (rate limited processor sharing) model suffices. We find that for BDP > 25 packets (for the typical file size distribution) the RL-PS model is very accurate (Figure 9 ). The RL-PS model converges to M/G/m for BDP + co.
For the scenario we are concerned with we still do not have an accurate model for BDP close to the mean file size as in this region neither the AIMD behaviour nor the slow start behaviour is predominant. A composite model would be required. Web documents typically comprise several objects and depending on the version of HTTP being used, the file transfer arrival process would be more complex than Poisson. Analytical models that capture these details are also necessary.
In ongoing work we are investigating analytical models for inter-nets with multiple bottleneck links, and path dependent propagation delays as well as the use of such models in traffic engineering and network dimensioning. A. An Important Obsewation
Consider a cycle that begins with n sessions (i.e., Y = n) and with E = 1; each session begins with a rate RoCnl -, and increases its rate linearly at the rate u. The departurenof a session in a cycle does not disturb the rates of the other ongoing sessions. Notice that, with Y = n and E = 1, a transition to E = 2 can occur only at those epochs u at which the individual rates equal the ratio of link speed c and N(U); there can be atmost n such epochs. See Figure 10 . Note also that one possibility is
